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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the study of Android Security Model. . In this paper a study of various papers is done, and 

in the reviewed paper we explain the application of android system. Intents, Activities, Broadcast Receivers, 

Services, Content Providers and Binder. As android is open source we should also have this code available to 

us. Both the java and C code is critical for understanding how Android works, and is far more detailed than any 

of the platform documentation 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In present days people carry mobile devices rather than desktops or mainframes computer. So the importance of 

data and services support the increasing vulnerability. 

Android provide a platform for usable security infrastructure. Android  has been developed by open Handset 

Alliance(led by Google).It provide a base operating system, application middleware  layer, java software 

development kit(SDK) and collection system application. As we know Android SDK has been available since 

2007. Traditional desktop and server operating systems have tried to securely integrate  personal and business 

applications and services on a single platform. And when we did it on a mobile platform such as Android it 

remains nontrivial. Many researchers observe that it provides a clean slate devoid of the complications that 

legacy software can cause. Android doesn’t officially support applications developed for other platforms: The 

applications execute on top of a Java middleware layer running on an embedded Linux kernel, so developers 

wishing to port their application to Android must use its custom user interface environment. Additionally, 

Android restricts application interaction to its special APIs by running each application as its own user. This 

article attempts to show the complexity of Android security and summary some possible development pitfalls 

which can be showed while defining an application ‘security. We conclude by attempting to draw some aspects 

and identify opportunities for future scope that should be showed in clarity and correctness entity. 

Android is a widely anticipated open source operating system for mobile devices which  provides a base 

operating system, an application middleware layer, a Java software development kit (SDK), and a collection of 

system applications. Android has a unique security model that focuses the user work in control of the device. 

Android devices provide the open nature of the platform allows for proprietary extensions and changes. 

 

II.   BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ANDROID SECURITY MODEL  

Android is a program having Linux platform with java. It enhanced its own security. It combines OS features 

like multitasking, Unix User Identifier (UID) and file permission. It is familiar with class library and safe java 

language. This model is like multi-user server than sandbox found on J2ME or blackberry platform. The 

Android GUI environment has some novel security features that help support this isolation. Mobile platforms 

are rapidly increasing which results in having complex requirements including regulatory compliance [6]. 
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Android supports building applications used by phone feature quality while protecting users by minimizing the 

consequences of bugs and software. Android’s process isolation results the need for complicated policy 

configuration files for sandboxes. This gives flexibility to applications to its use native code without 

compromising Android’s security or granting the application rights. Android permissions are necessary for the 

given applications which allow them to do things like take pictures, use the GPS or make phone calls. When 

installed applications having unique UID, and the application will always execute as that UID on that particular 

device. The UID of an application is used to secure its data and developers have needed to be explicit about 

sharing data with other application [7]. Applications can allow users to work   or entertain with graphics, 

playing music, and launch other programs without special permissions. Malicious software is reality software on 

popular platforms, and with its   features Android tries to minimize the impact of malware. However, even 

unprivileged malware which gets installed on an Android device pretending to be useful can still temporarily 

allows the user’s experience [8]. Users in this unfortunate state will have to identify and remove the hostile 

application. 

III. ANDROID APPLICATION CRITERIA  

Application framework mainly enforces on structure to developers. It does not have main () function. Instead of 

using main () function developers design application in terms of components. For explaining this we can take  

example or described as  the Friend Viewer application are used to retrieve the stored geographic coordinates 

and view friends on a map. Both applications contain multiple components for performing their respective tasks 

the components themselves are classified by their component types. An Android developer chooses from 

predefined component types depending on the component’s purpose (such as interfacing with a user or storing 

data). An application developer defines one activity per “screen.” Activities start each other, possibly passing 

and returning values. In this application only one process can be running like keyboard work and all other are 

suspended. In the working of Android application there are two functions performed i.e. component protection 

and component interaction. In Component Interaction there are two components there is System server which 

has two components system service and location manager. System service communicates with boot receiver and 

location manager communicate with friend tracker. 

After that boot receiver get contacted with friend tracker then friend provider used to read or write the function 

and friend tracker control perform the functioning of start/stop with friend tracker. 

In component protection, friend tracker, friend viewer and contact   are three applications which get 

communicated with ICC reference monitor. Android protects application and data through enforcement 

mechanism on the System level as well as at ICC level. Generally, each application  runs  as unique user 

identity. 

IV. ACCESS PERMISSION 

For developing Android application developer have to assigns some permission access. The permission assigned 

via XML manifest file which accompanies every package application. 

In this framework, developer assigns permission to define application security and write permission 

This permission can be explained at various levels. The Access permission are as follows- 

Protection Permission 

Broadcast permission 

Content Provider 
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V. SECURITY 

In this phase main aspect is to make process secure. In this phase, developer focuses on how their code will keep 

user safe as well as how to get behave with constrained memory, processing and power of battery. 

Developer has to secure input data into device with their application and did not allow malware to access 

application without special permission. The big trick in android development is that every application runs with 

different UID. In Android, the system has given its own UID rather than every person.  

For example, an application wants the READ_CONTACTS permission to read the user’s address book. A 

contact manager application wants the READ_CONTACTS permission, but a block stacking game should not 

keep the model simple. It is possible to secure the use of all the different Android inters- process communication 

(IPC) mechanisms with just a single kind of permission. Starting Activities, connecting to Services, accessing 

Content Providers, sending and receiving broadcast Intents, and invoking Binder interfaces can all require the 

same permission. Therefore users do not wants to understand more than ―My new contact manager needs to 

read contacts. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Android application can communicate with different ways. In this paper, we conclude that we can make our data 

and communication security by allowing special permission. Android applications have their own identity given 

or enforced by the system. Application can be communicated with the mechanism provided by the system like 

file, activities and content provider. 

While communicating with other program makes sure that how much you can trust your input and validate the 

identity of services you used up. 
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